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Econometrica, Vol. 39, No. 3 (May, 1971)

IDENTIFICATION IN PARAMETRIC MODELS
BY THOMASJ. ROTHENBERG'
A theory of identification is developed for a general stochastic model whose probability
law is determined by a finite number of parameters. It is shown under weak regularity conditions that local identifiability of the unknown parameter vector is equivalent to nonsingularity of the information matrix. The use of "reduced-form" parameters to establish
identifiability is also analyzed. The general results are applied to the familiar problem of
determining whether the coefficients of a system of linear simultaneous equations are
identifiable.

1. INTRODUCTION
PROBLEMconcerns the possibility of drawing inferences
THE IDENTIFICATION
from observed samples to an underlying theoretical structure. An important part
of econometric theory involves the derivation of conditions under which a given
structure will be identifiable. The basic results for linear simultaneous equation
systems under linear parameter constraints were given by Koopmans and Rubin
[10] in 1950. Extensions to nonlinear systems and nonlinear constraints were made
by Wald [15], Fisher [4, 5, 6], and others. A summary of these results can be found
in Fisher's comprehensive study [7]. The identification problem has also been
thoroughly analyzed in the context of the classical single-equation errors-in-variables model. The basic papers here are by Neyman [12] and Reiers0l [13].
Most of this previous work on the identification problem has emphasized the
special features of the particular model being examined. This has tended to
obscure the fact that the problem of structural identification is a very general one.
It is not restricted to simultaneous-equation or errors-in-variables models. As
Koopmans and Reiers0l [9] emphasize, the identification problem is "a general
and fundamental problem arising, in many fields of inquiry, as a concomitant of
the scientific procedure that postulates the existence of a structure." In their
important paper Koopmans and Reiers0l define the basic characteristics of the
general identification problem. In the present paper we shall, in the case of a
general parametric model, derive some identifiability criteria. These criteria include the standard rank conditions for linear models as special cases.
Our approach is based in part on the information matrix of classical mathematical statistics. Since this matrix is a measure of the amount of information
about the unknown parameters available in the sample, it is not surprising that it
should be related to identification. For lack of identification is simply the lack of
sufficient information to distinguish between alternative structures. The following
results make this relationship more precise.2
' This research was supported in part by a grant from the Ford Foundation administered through the
Center for Research in Management Science, University of California, Berkeley. The research was
completed while the author was visiting Associate Professor at the Catholic University of Louvain.
I am grateful to Theodore Groves for many helpful discussions and to the referees for their valuable
comments.
2 The approach taken here is inspired by the work of Aitchison and Silvey [1, 2] on constrained
maximum-likelihood estimation.
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2. BASIC CONCEPTS

Let Y be a vector-valuedrandomvariablein Rnrepresentingthe outcomeof
some randomexperiment.The probabilitydistributionfunctionfor Y is knownto
belongto a familyYFof distributionfunctionson Rn. A structureS is a set of hypotheses which implies a unique distributionfunction F(S)e F. The set of a priori
possible structuresto be investigatedis called a model and is denotedby M.By
definitionthereis a uniquedistributionfunctionassociatedwith each structurein
M.The identificationproblemconcernsthe existenceof a uniqueinverseassociation. FollowingKoopmansand Reiers0l[9], we have the followingdefinitions.
DEFINITION 1': Two structuresin Y are said to be observationally equivalentif
theyimplythe sameprobabilitydistributionfor the observablerandomvariableY

if thereis no other
DEFINITIoN 2': A structureS in Y is said to be identifiable
structurein J? which is observationallyequivalent.
In orderto say moreaboutthe identificationproblem,we mustbe morespecific
about the sets S"and .F. This is usuallydone by assumingY is generatedby a set
of linear equations with an additive latent error term. We shall take another
approachand merely assume that the distributionof Y has a parametricrepresentation.Specifically,we assume that every structureS is describedby an
m-dimensionalreal vector ai and that the model is describedby a set A c Rm.
We associatewith each acin A a continuousprobabilitydensityfunction3f(y, ac)
which,exceptfor the parameterai,is knownto the statistician.Thusthe problemof
distinguishingbetween structuresis reduced to the problem of distinguishing
betweenparameterpoints. In this frameworkwe have the followingdefinitions.
DEFINITION

1: Two parameterpoints (structures)a' and a2 are said to be

observationally equivalent if f(y, ac') = f(y,

oe2) for

all y in R .

DEFINITION 2: A parameterpoint ac' in A is said to be identifiableif thereis no
othera in A which is observationallyequivalent.

Sincethe set of structuresis simplya subsetof Rm,it is possibleto speakof two
structuresbeingclose to one another.It is naturalthen to considerthe conceptof
local identification.This occurswhen there may be a numberof observationally
equivalentstructuresbut they are isolated from each other. We state this more
formallyin Definition 3.
3: A parameterpoint ac' is said to be locally identifiable if there
exists an open neighborhoodof ac' containingno other acin A which is observationallyequivalent.
DEFINITION

' The continuity assumption is made solely for ease of exposition. By adding the phrase "except
for sets of sample points having zero probability" at the appropriate places, all of our results hold for
general probability functions. We shall use the words density function and likelihood function interchangeably when referring togf
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To emphasizethe distinctionbetweenDefinition2 and Definition3, we shall
speak of global identificationin the former case and local identificationin the latter.

Needlessto say, global identificationimplieslocal identification.
The identificationproblemis to find conditionsonf(y, a) and A that are necessary and sufficientfor the identificationof the parametersin A. We shall give
some partialanswersto this problemin the so-called"regular"parametriccase.4
This case is describedby the followingassumptions.
I: The structuralparameter space A is an open set in Rm.
ASSUMPTION
II: Thefunction f is a proper densityfunction for every a in A. In
ASSUMPTION
particular,f is nonnegative and the equation f f(y, a) dy = 1 holds for all a in A.
ASSUMPTION
III: The set B of y valuesfor whichf is strictly positive is the same
for all a in A. Weshall refer to the set B as the sample space of Y
IV: Thefunctionfis smooth in a. Specifically, we assume thatfor all a
ASSUMPTION
in a convex set containing A andfor all y in the sample space B thefunctions f(y, a)
and logf(y, a) are continuouslydifferentiablewith respect to oa.
V: The elements of the informationmatrix
ASSUMPTION
R(a) = [rij((x)]= E L0

logf

0 logf

a0i

Ooaj

-

exist and are continuousfunctions of axeverywherein A.

We shall also need the followingdefinition.
DEFINITION
4: Let M(a) be a matrix whose elements are continuous functions of

a everywherein A. The point a' E A is said to be a regularpointof the matrixif
thereexistsan open neighborhoodof a' in whichM(a)has constantrank.
3. CRITERIA FOR LOCAL IDENTIFICATION

Under the above assumptionsand definitionswe have the followingresult.
THEOREM
1: Let cx?be a regular point of the matrix R(a). Then oa?is locally
identifiableif and only if R(cc?)is nonsingular.
PROOF:Using the logarithmic density function g(y, a)

partialderivatives
g(y, ) _= a logf (y, a)

acci
4 See, for example, Cramer [3, p. 479].

logf(y, a) and its
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we have by the mean value theorem, for all y in B and for all oxin a neighborhood
of OC09
m

(3.1)

g(y,cx) - g(y, x)

=

Z

gi(y, *)(ai

i= 1

-

alp)

where a* lies between a and ox0.Suppose that oxois not locally identifiable. Then
there exists an infinite sequence of vectors {lc'1 2, ... ., Ak* .. .} approaching ocxsuch
that g(y, ak) = g(y,a') for all y and each k. This implies, for all y, ligi(y, *)dk= 0
where
d&

?Ck0-i

I= lak

OI

The sequence {dk} is an infinite sequence on the unit sphere and therefore there
x, dkapproaches d and in the limit we have
exists a limit point d. As ak __ao
(3.2)

Egi(y,c a)di =

0

for all y. But this implies
(3.3)

d'R(a0)d= E

gi(y, ao)dil

=

0

and, hence, R(c?0) must be singular.
To show the converse, suppose that R(a) has constant rank p < m in a neighborhood of ao. Then consider the characteristic vector c(a) associated with one of the
zero roots of R(cx).Since
(3.4)

0 = c'Rc = E

gi(y, cx)ci(a)1

we have, for all y in B and all cxnear ocx,
(3.5)

Z gi(y, c)ci(ac) 0.

Since R(cx)is continuous and has constant rank, the vector function c(cx)is
continuous in a neighborhood of a'. Consider then the curve y defined by the
function ac(t)which solves for 0 < t < t* the differential equation
= ci(cx)
cxi(O)

=

( = 1

m),

Ocix.

The log density function is differentiable in t with
(3.6)

g[ eRt( )] = Y gi[y,a(t)]ci[a(t)].

But by (3.5) this is zero for all y in B and 0 < t < t*. Thus g is constant on the
curve y and acois unidentifiable. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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As an example of Theorem 1 consider the nonlinear regression model
Yt - h(a, xt) + st

(t = 1,.. .,n),

where acis an unknown m-dimensional parameter vector and h is a known function
twice differentiablein x.The Et are independent normal random variables with zero
mean and unit variance. The xt are nonrandom observed numbers. The logarithmic
density function for the sample y1, ..., y,, is
log f=

2 E[Yt -h(,xg

and the information matrix has typical element
hi(c, xt)hj(ox,
xt)

rij(oc)=

where hi is the partial derivative of h with respect to oi. Forming the m x n matrix
H(cx)= [hit] = [hi(a,xt)], we can write the information matrix as R(a) = HH'.
Thus a vector ac'is locally identifiable if H(c?')has rank m.
In many statistical problems the m-dimensional vector acis restricted to a lower
ordered subspace. In these cases the restricted parameter space is not an open set
in Rmand Theorem 1 is not applicable. In order to handle this common case we
add to Assumptions I-V the following assumption.
ASSUMPTION VI:

(3.7)

The vector a is known to satisfy a set of constraint equations

fi(0) = 0

(i=19

. . ., k),

where each i is a knownfunction possessing continuouspartial derivatives.
The new parameter space A' is then the intersection of the set A and the solution
set of (3.7). We denote the Jacobian matrix for the j as
~P(x) =

=*JX)

[___

and define the (m + k) x m partitioned matrix
V(a)=

[R(cX)]

Under Assumptions I-VI we have the following theorem.
THEOREM2: Suppose accE A' is a regular point of both P(ac)and V(a). Then acois
locally identifiableif and only if V(c?0)has rank m.

PROOF:Suppose P(ac)has rank s for all acin a neighborhood of ac'. Then the
constrained parameter space is, in a neighborhood of oc?,a manifold of m - s
dimensions. Thus A' is locally homeomorphic to an open set of Rms. By examining
the information matrix with respect to a new parameter vector which describes the
lower order space, we can then use Theorem 1 to establish local identifiability.
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Suppose we partition a into two components, o, having s elements and C2
having m - s elements. By the implicit function theorem, there exists a partition
and a differentiable mapping q such that the vector equation
(3.8)

a1 = q(x2)

is satisfied for all solutions of (3.7) in a neighborhood of a'. Then, on the manifold,
the likelihood function is
f *(Y, x2) = f [y, q(a2), a2]

and the information matrix with respect to

(3.9)

O2 iS

R*(a) = [Q'I]R QI

where R = R(a) and Q is the Jacobian matrix
[aqi((2)1

Q(x2)

The matrix R*(a) will be singular if and only if there exists a nonzero vector z such
that

(3.10)

R[Q z = 0.

But from (3.7) and (3.8) one sees that a vector x has the form

_I

if and only if it is a solution of Tx = 0. That is, z is a solution of (3.10) if and only
if there exists a nonzero vector x satisfying

(3.11)

R
1

x

- Vx = 0.

Thus the rank of R*(a) is m - s if and only if the rank of V(a) is m. By applying
Theorem 1 we get our result.
4. CRITERIA FOR GLOBAL IDENTIFICATION

For most problems we are interested in global identification rather than simply
local identification. Unfortunately it is more difficult to obtain global results.
Of course local identification is a necessary condition for global identification.
Therefore an examination of the information matrix would appear to be a first
step in an actual investigation. Nevertheless, one would like to have some general
conditions which are sufficient to guarantee global identification. In this section
we shall present some results in this direction. For simplicity we shall drop Assumption VI and return to the unconstrained parameter space A.

IDENTIFICATION
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Going through the proof of Theorem 1, one is tempted to conclude that a
sufficient condition for the global identifiability of a' is that R(a) be invertible
for all a. Consider again equation (3.1) which expresses for arbitrarya' and a' in A
the difference in log densities:
g(y,cx') - g(y, c0) =

gi(y, 0

-

o?).

If ao and a' were observationally equivalent this difference would be zero for all y.
Letting di = 1- ax we would have
(4.1)

E[

gi(y, a*)di]

=

0.

If a* did not depend on y, then (4.1) would equal d'R(a*)d.Thus if R(a) were
nonsingular everywhere, then there could exist no observationally equivalent
points. But, of course, a* will in general depend on y and the above reasoning is
invalid. There are, however, cases where a* is independent of y and then we can
prove a global result. Suppose, for example, the logarithmic likelihood function
has the form
m

(4.2)

g(y, oa)= A(y) + B(a) +

E

i= 1

aiDj(y)

with B differentiable in a. This is a special case of the multivariate exponential
family of densities.S It is easy to verify that the multivariate normal density with
known covariance matrix and unknown mean vector a leads to this form. Using
(4.2) we have
(4.3)

g(y,c ') - g(y,a?) = B(ox')- B(oe0)+

Z Dj(y)(ai - a9).

Suppose (4.3) equals zero for all y. Then we can apply the mean value theorem to
B(a), obtaining

0

= E
=

[Bi(a*) + Di(y)](ac

-

a9)

Zgi(y, a*)di

where Bi is the derivative of B with respect to ai and where a* is independent of y.
Thus we have the next theorem.
THEOREM 3: Let f (y, a) be a memberof the exponential family defined by (4.2).
If R(oa) is nonsingular in a convex set containing A, then every cxin A is globally
identifiable.

Outside the exponential family it does not seem possible to prove conditions
for global identifiability using only the information matrix. Other approaches
5 See, for example, Lehmann [11, p. 51].
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must be used. The following situation appears often in practice. Suppose that the
parameters ai are in fact directly interpretable as characteristics of the density function f(y, cx).For example the ai might be moments of the probability distribution.
Then distinct values of cxnecessarily imply distinct distributions of Y and therefore
are identifiable. One simple result of this approach is given in the next theorem.
THEOREM 4: Suppose there exist m knownfunctions 0 1(Y),...
for all oain A,

oci= E[(Y)]

.,

m(Y)such that,
(i

=

m)

Then every cxin A is identifiable.
The proof is trivial. Iff(y, oc')= f(y, ox0)for all y, then for all i

{j(y)f(y, oe')dy = {j(y)f(y o') dy
and ac' = ca
Theorems 3 and 4 cover only a limited number of cases. Yet they are crucial
since they are the basis of most results in identification theory. Theorem 4, for
example, is the starting point of Reiers0l's proof [13] that the structural errors-invariables model is identifiable if the observations are not normally distributed.
Furthermore, the traditional approach used in the econometric literature begins
with a proof that the reduced-form parameters are identifiable because they are
population moments.
5.

STRUCTURE AND REDUCED FORM

In this section we shall analyze an important special case that arises in many
actual identification problems. This occurs when there exist reduced-form parameters that can be used to help establish the identification of structural parameters. The standard econometric literature on identification as summarized by
Fisher [7] deals exclusively with this case.
Again we are concerned with the identifiability of an unknown m-dimensional
structural parameter vector cx which lies in the open set A c R'. We do not need
the regularity Assumptions I-V given in Section 2 but we do reintroduce Assumption VI (which for convenience we rewrite).
ASSUMPTION VI: The vector acis known to satisfy a set of continuously differentiable constraint equations fri(cx)= 0 (i = 1, . . . , k), with Jacobian matrix IP(a).
The constrained structural parameter space is denoted by A'.

In addition we add two other assumptions.
ASSUMPTION VII: The probability densityfor Y depends on the structuralparameter aconly through an r-dimensional "reduced-form"parameter 0. That is, there
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exist r known continuously differentiablefunctions Oi = hi(oc)(i
A into Rr and a function f *(y, 0) such that
f (y, )

=

=

1,... , r) mapping

f *[y, h(oe)]= f*(y, 0)

for all y in B andfor all a in A.
ASSUMPTIONVIII: Let A* c Rr be the image of A' under the mapping h. Then
every 0 in A* is assumed to be (globally) identifiable.

Thus the parameters a constitute the basic structures of the model A'. Every
structure, however, implies a reduced-form parameter 0 which completely characterizes the probability distribution of Y Furthermore these reduced-form parameters are globally identifiable. Hence the identification of a vector a' E A' depends
solely on the properties of the mappings h and i. If 00 is the image of a', then ac'is
(globally) identifiable if and only if the equations
(5.1)

0? = hi(o

(i= 1,...,r),

?-= ~j(0

l(j

1, ..., k),

have the unique solution ac'. The identification problem then becomes simply a
question of the uniqueness of solutions to systems of equations. Here we may use
the classical results of analysis. Defining the Jacobian matrices

H(a)

[OhiJ

P(x)=

and the partitioned matrix of order (r + k) x m

(5.2)

W(c)

H(a)]

we have the next theorems.
THEOREM 5: If thefunctions hi and i are linear, then ao is (globally) identifiable
if and only if the (constant) matrix W has rank m.

6: If ac' is a regular point of W(o), then ac' is locally identifiable if and
THEOREM
only if W(c?')has rank m.
The case of global identification when the hi and i are nonlinear is more difficult.
All we can offer is an overly strong sufficiency condition using a result due to Gale
and Nikaido [8].6
7: If A' is a convex set, then a sufficient conditionfor the global identiTHEOREM
fication of ac' is that there exists an m x m submatrix W of W such that the determinantof W is positive and W + W' is positive semidefinitethroughoutA'.
6 See Fisher [7, p. 159] for a similar result.
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Finally,we may state a result due to Wald [15] concerningthe local identifiability of a given elementof a. Consider,say, the firstelementof a'. We say that
ax is locally identifiableif there exists an open neighborhoodof a' in which all
vectors observationally equivalent to ao have the same value for a1 .' Then suppose

we addto (5.1)the factthatal1is known.We have
(5.3)

09 = hi(a)

(i= l,...,r),

0 = j(a)

(j-1,...,k),

ao = a,

whichhas JacobianmatrixW1(a).It is clearthat W1is simplyWwithan addedrow
consistingof one in the firstcolumnand zeros elsewhere.If ao is identifiablethen
thereis no new informationin (5.3)that is not alreadyin (5.1).Conversely,if there
is no new informationin (5.3)then xo?must be identifiable.Locallythe Jacobian
matrixsummarizesthe informationin the equationsystem.Thisleadsus to another
theorem.
THEOREM 8: If cx0is a regular point of both W(c) and W1(oc),
then oc?is locally
identifiableif and only if W(o) and Wl(oc)have the same rank.

The proof can be foundin Wald [15] and Fisher [7, p. 181].If should be noted
thatthe theoremis globallyvalidif the hiand li arelinear.
6. THE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS MODEL

The resultsof the previoussections can be appliedto the econometricmodel
developedby Koopmans,Rubin,and Leipnikin [10].The model containsa set of
G linearequations
(6.1)

By, + Fx

=

u

where Ytand u, are G-dimensionalvectors of random variablesand x, is a Kdimensionalvector of nonrandom exogenous variables; the G x G matrix B
and the G x K matrixF are parameters.The vectoru, is assumedto be normally
distributedwith mean zero and covariancematrix Z. The parameterspace A
consistsof the (2G + K)Gelementsof (B, F, Z) such that B and Z arenonsingular.
In addition,however,therearethe constraints
(6.2)
Vi(B, F, Z) = 0
Afterpremultiplying(6.1)by B1 we obtain
Yt= -B'Fxt

+

(i1,

..., k).

B lut

Hxt + Vt
7 Note that this definition does not exclude there being two observationally equivalent points
having the first components arbitrarilyclose.
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where vt has mean vector zero and covariance matrix
(6.3)
Q2= B-'ZB'-'.
If a random sample of size n is taken from this process, one obtains the n x K
matrix X of observations on xt and the n x G matrix Y of observations on Yt*
If X has full rank K, it is easy to verify that everywhere in A
E[(X'X)-1X'Y] = 1!
E Y'[I - X(X'X)-1X]Y-?2.
T- K
Thus by Theorem 4, H and Q are identifiable. Furthermore, since ut is normally
distributed, the density for Y depends only on H and Q. Hence Assumption VII
is satisfied. We may thus consider (B, F, Z) to be the structural parameter a and
(H, Q) to be the reduced form parameter 0, and then use the results of Section 5.8
Let (BO,Fr, Z0) be some structure satisfying the constraints (6.2). Let (H0, 20)
be the implied reduced form. Then the identifiability of the structure depends
on the uniqueness of solutions of 9
(6.4a)

Bs0 + F

(6.4b)

BQ2?B'-Z

(6.4c)

0,

=

= 0,
0
(i0=

fr(B, F, Z)

1, ..., k).

Let/
vec B be the G2-dimensional vector formed from the elements of B taken a
row at a time. Similarly, we define the GK-dimensional vector y = vec F and the
G2-dimensional vector a = vec Z. Then the vector a may be written as
=

[/3][vec
a

=

B
vec F

Y

L j LvecZ
We also define the three partial derivative matrices

Ofl
y]

Y

ayj]

Of

Si

Differentiating, we can write the Jacobian matrix for the functions in (6.4) in the
partitioned form
0
(IG 0 H0)' IGK
(6.5)

W

Id

0

IGG

8Altematively, if we do not assume normality but ignore all information not contained in the first
two moments of the distribution, then again n and Q characterize the process and Section 5 is relevant.
' Since Q0 is necessarily symmetric, equation (6.4b) imposes the same constraint on Z.
Hence the
symmetry condition on Z need not be included in (6.4c). Of course the / functions must be consistent
with the symmetry. In the following we assume that the constraints have been written in such a way
that /i(B, r, Z) = qi(B, F, Z') for all i; e.g., the constraint C12 = 1 would be written a12 + a21 = 2.
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where 0 represents the Kronecker product and where A is a G2 x G2 matrix
A = 2~P,(I 0 BOO).But, when evaluated at x0, W
having the property that
may be rewritten as
?

(6.6)

W(Ma)

=

IGK

r

O
W*

IF

?

(IG

IGG

(IG

PCIFa

L

0

)B- 1)'
)

(

0

IGK

'

GOIGG_K

where W* is the k x G2 matrix given by10
IG 0 B']

(6.7)

W* =

9pf(IG

(0 B') +

lpy(IG

(0 F')

+

WP(IG (0

2Z) =

IG (0 F'

The second partitioned matrix in (6.6) is nonsingular for all a in the unrestricted
pIG
2Zjof W*.
rank
parameter
space A. Hence the rank of W equals G(G + K) plus the (0
Using Theorem 6 we have the following theorem.
THEOREM9: Suppose the G(2G + K)-element structuralparametercx is a regular
point of W*. Then the parameteris locally identifiableif and only if W* has rank G2.

This result was first found by Wegge [16] using a different method of proof.
Some implications of Theorem 9 are developed in [14] for the special case where
all the restrictions are of the exclusion type. The following corollaries are immediate consequences of the arguments leading to the theorem.
COROLLARY 1: A necessary conditionfor the identification of oa is that there be
at least G2 independentrestrictions ifi.
COROLLARY 2: If each function ~/i is linear in B and F and independentof X, then
Theorem9 is also globally true.

It is also possible to apply Theorem 8 to this model. Let 'i be the (k + 1) x
(2G2 + GK) matrix obtained by appending to IF a row with one in the ith column

and zeros elsewhere. We then define
IG

Wt = t i IG

B'

F'

L

LIG0 2Z J
THEOREM 10: If ao is a regular point of both W* and Wi*, its ith component is
locally identifiableif and only if W* and Wi*have the same rank.If eachfunction i
is linear in B and F and independentof Z, then the result is global.
10 All the matrices in (6.7) are evaluated at ao.
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Using Theorem 10 we can now examine the familiar case where each constraint
tfi is a linear function of the coefficients of the same equation. Let bpbe the vector
of coefficients in the pth structural equation. That is 6, is the pth row of D=(BF).
Then we assume that the constraints are of the form
(p = * G),
1FP6P= cP1,,
where IPpis a kP x (G + K) matrix of constants and cp is a vector constant. There
are then k = Ykpconstraints in total.
Substituting into (6.7) we find that W* is given by the k x G2 block-diagonal
matrix
(6.8)

(6.9)

W1

~~0

O

~WG

W*=

where the pth diagonal block is given by the kP x G matrix
(6.10)

Wp = FP(BOFO)'=_ PD?'.

To investigate the identifiability of the ith component of 6? (i.e., the pi element of
D?), we must examine
(6.11)

Wpi =

1P(BOFO)'

where 'Fpiis obtained by appending to 'P a row with one in the ith column and
zeros elsewhere. Given the block diagonal form of (6.9), Theorem 10 leads us to the
following (apparently new) result.
COROLLARY 3: Under linear constraints on the coefficients of the same equation,
the ith element of 6? is identifiableif and only if W* and W*. have the same rank.

If Wp has full rank G, then adding a new row to If cannot change its rank.
Hence every element of 6, is identifiable. Conversely, if Wp has rank less than G,
at least one element of bpmust be unidentifiable. Thus we have the classical result
given by Koopmans and Rubin [10].
COROLLARY 4: Under linear constraints on the coefficients of the same equation,
the vector of coefficients 6? is identifiableif and only if Wp has rank G."

These last two corollaries may be illustrated by the three-equation model
IllYl

+ #12Y2 + f13Y3 + YllXl

+ Y12X2 = U1,

#21Y1 + #22Y2 + fl23Y3 + Y2lXl + Y22X2 = U2,

#31Y1+ f32Y2 + #33Y3+ Y31Xl + Y32X2= u3,
1'

We incorporate the normalization rule in (6.8). Hence our rank condition is G instead of the

usual G - 1.
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where the constraint functions are
#11=

ft22

Y21 =

Y22 =Y31

f33

=

0,

Y32 =

=

1-

+ Y12 =

Yll

1,

=

In addition to the normalization rule we know that x1 and x2 do not appear in the
last two equations and have coefficients in the first equation summing to one.
In the notation of equations (6.8) and (6.10) we have
-1
1= _0

1 0

0
F2

0
0

0
0

L0 00
0

0

0
1_ ,

0
0 10

1 0

1 0,
0

0

0 01

I3r0

0
0]

O 0 001

1

and
W?*

W2*=

[1

1

]
/331
0

321
0

F12

1

/32

y1

0

0

L_Y12

0

0

,

W3*=

1

/23

[13
Yl

L

Y12

0

0

0

0]

Each of the Wprhasrank less than three and hence none of the equations is identifiable. However, simple calculation yields from equation (6.11)
-1

#21

#31

l

-

1

WY4=L 1
,711

?

?

,012

/21

/31

0

0

0

0]

Since W*4 and W'5 have the same rank as Wi, both y1 and 12 are identifiable.
Y

The remainingunknownparameters(/ 12, / 13,

/21,

/23,

/3

1 /33)

arenot identifi-

able.
In closing we may note that the analysis here of the linear simultaneous equations model does not require any use of the information matrix. This is due to the
fact that H and Q are assumed to completely characterize the distribution of Y
If, however, the ut were known to have some nonnormal density or if the equation
system (6.1) were nonlinear, this would no longer be the case. Identifiability
typically does require the investigation of the probability distribution of the
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observations. In these cases, the information matrix is often a convenient starting
point.
University of California,Berkeley
Manuscript received March, 1969; revision received November, 1969.
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